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After a court trial in the Circuit Court for Allegany County, William Moye, III,

appellant, was convicted of possession with intent to distribute cocaine and possession of

cocaine.  He was sentenced to incarceration for a term of fifteen years, ten of which were

mandatory, for possession with intent to distribute cocaine, and a consecutive term of

five years for possession of cocaine.  This timely appeal followed.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED

Appellant presents the following two questions for our consideration:

I.  Was the evidence sufficient to sustain appellant’s convictions?

II.  Did the trial court err in failing to merge the conviction for possession
of cocaine into the conviction for possession with intent to distribute
cocaine?

For the reasons set forth below, we shall hold that appellant’s conviction for

possession of cocaine must merge into his conviction for possession with intent to

distribute cocaine.  In all other respects, we shall affirm.  

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

In November 2012, Lieutenant Daniel Lasher, of the Allegany County Sheriff’s

Office, was the Director of Security at the Allegany County Detention Center.  His duties

included keeping recordings of all inmate telephone calls.  According to Lieutenant

Lasher, each inmate was assigned a unique number that they were required to input in

order to make a telephone call.  Every call made on an inmate telephone was recorded

and stored on a computer hard drive in the normal and ordinary course of business.  A

message indicating that the call would be recorded was given to both the inmate and the

recipient of the telephone call.  On May 23, 2013, Lieutenant Lasher testified that on

November 7, 2012, appellant made four telephone calls. 

On November 7, 2012, Detective John Lee of the Cumberland City Police

Department, was conducting an investigation of appellant and Samantha Harris with



regard to drug dealing.  Harris also had an open arrest warrant and was “on the run . . .

for failure to appear” in court.  Part of the detective’s investigation included listening to

appellant’s telephone calls at the detention center.   From prior contacts, he could identify

the voices of both Harris and appellant. 

The jury heard recordings from two of the November 7  telephone calls betweenth

appellant and Harris.  Detective Lee identified the voices of appellant and Harris for the

jury.  Detective Lee testified that during their telephone conversations, Harris and

appellant spoke “more or less in code.”  Harris told appellant not to say too much, but

they discussed appellant’s incarceration and whether there was any money in Harris’s

house.  Harris assured appellant that “there ain’t nothing else here” in the “same spot,”

and that she had “move[d] all up and down” in “every single nook and cranny.”  

In the second of the two phone conversations, the following exchange occurred

between appellant and Harris:

Moye: Oh, I forgot, I forgot, I forgot, I forgot, I forgot in the kitchen
for real.  Mm hmm (indicating yes).  You see the microwave
vent . . .

Harris: Yeah.

Moye: It’s um, what’s there; you see the cinnamon?

Harris: Yeah.

Moye: Yeah.

Harris: All right well cinnamon?

Moye: Yeah.  Mm hmm (indicating yes).  I fucking, I don’t know
why I keep doing that, I had a, I don’t know a couple peas or
whatever, all that shit I had to just let go for real cause of this
shit here happening.

Harris: Right.
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A short time later, the conversation returned to the “cinnamon”:

Harris: Right, but you don’t so I mean, but you said that the money
was by the cinnamon?  Cause I don’t see it.

Moye: No I said the cinnamon right there.  Where the salt at.  You
see the salt?

Harris: Yup.

Moye: Yeah, right there by the salt.

Harris: Oh okay.  Sorry.  Um fucking I hate, I hate whenever you do
this shit.  Like I don’t, I can’t do this no more.

Moye: Do what?

Harris: This!  You don’t even know like my head feels like its going
to fucking explode.  Like I love you, I can’t keep being like
taken away from you (sighing sound).  I don’t fucking see it. 
I don’t see it.

Moye: That’s cause you over looking and not doing exactly what I
said.

Harris: You said by the salt.  By the cinnamon.  I’m right fucking
here.

Moye: I didn’t say buy it.  I said by the salt.  That’s where the
cinnamon is at.

Harris: Yes, I told you that I see it.  The cinnamon.  I’m not fucking
blind.  I’m right here.  All the spices are one fucking section.

Moye: Well why you aint open it then, then say something about it.

Harris: I all ready did that too.

Moye: You couldn’t have.

Harris: So what you say like this is a um violation, you’re gonna um,
there was two things of cinnamon that’s why but maybe I was
looking at something else, nutmeg, but so this is like for how
many (indecipherable) they’re adding them up or whatever?
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Later, in the same phone conversation, Moye asked Harris how much money was

in his wallet.  Harris responded, “[h]old on, um let me find it, cause she brought it in

here.  231.”   

Based on the phone conversations, Detective Lee went to a location on 3  andrd

Arch Streets in Cumberland and observed Harris placing items in two separate vehicles, a

Chrysler Concord and a Ford F-150 truck. Detective Lee arrested Harris and seized both

vehicles.  Harris was searched at the police station and $496 in U.S. currency was found

in her bra.  The two vehicles were towed to a secured police facility.  

A subsequent search of the Concord revealed a large bag containing a pair of blue

men’s shorts and two wallets, one of which contained $231.  Based on a statement made

by appellant in one of the recorded telephone calls, Detective Lee concluded that the

wallet containing $231 belonged to appellant.  In a pocket in the shorts, police found a

large bag of suspected crack cocaine, another bag containing nineteen individual baggies

of suspected crack cocaine, and a balled up napkin that held eight oxycodone pills. 

Forensic testing later identified the substances as crack cocaine and oxycodone. 

A search of the Ford truck revealed $700 in the sole of a pair of men’s silver and

black Nike shoes, $350 in the sole of a pair of purple Nike shoes, and 4 different packs

of small glassine baggies found in some totes and bags.  The glassine baggies were the

same kind of baggies as those found in the Concord that contained the suspected crack

cocaine.

Maryland State Police Trooper Jason Merritt testified as an expert in the

manufacturing, use, processing, re-packaging, transporting and sale of controlled

dangerous substances.  He opined that the drugs were packaged in a way that indicated

they were to be sold.  In addition, the number of pills, the money found in close
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proximity to the drugs that were seized, the red and black color of the bags that held the

cocaine, and the empty baggies that matched the baggies containing the crack cocaine all

indicated that the drugs were to be sold.  Trooper Merritt believed that the person who

possessed the crack cocaine was breaking it into smaller pieces and placing it in the

baggies for distribution.

According to Trooper Merritt, the large bag, which contained 8.7 grams of crack

cocaine, was worth approximately $1,600 to $1,700.  The other bag that held fifteen

individual baggies containing a total of 4.2 grams of crack cocaine, was worth about

$1,500.  The four additional baggies were worth about $400 and the oxycodone was

worth one dollar per milligram, but Trooper Merritt did not know how many milligrams

of oxycodone were in the pills that were seized.

DISCUSSION

I.

Appellant first contends that the evidence was not sufficient to sustain his

convictions because the State failed to establish that he had possession and control of the

cocaine. We disagree and explain.

In considering a claim of insufficient evidence in a bench trial, we review the case

on both the law and the evidence.  We determine whether, after viewing the evidence in

the light most favorable to the State, any rational trier of fact could have found the

essential elements of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt.  Md. Rule 8-131(c);  Jackson

v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 319 (1979);  Jones v. State, 178 Md. App. 454, 476 (2008). 

We give due regard to the trial judge’s findings of facts, his resolution of conflicting

evidence, and his opportunity to observe and assess the credibility of witnesses.  State v.

Smith, 374 Md. 527, 534 (2003).  We also give deference to all reasonable inference that
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the trial judge drew, regardless of whether we would have chosen a different reasonable

inference.  Robinson v. State, 209 Md. App. 174, 196 (2012)(and cases cited therein).  

In the case at hand, the State bore the burden of proving that appellant had

constructive possession and control of the crack cocaine.  Maryland law defines

“possess” as the “means to exercise actual or constructive dominion or control over a

thing by one or more persons[.]” Md. Code (2012 Repl. Vol.), §5-101(u) of the Criminal 

Law Article.  Control is defined as exercising some “restraining or directing influence”

over the drugs.  Kamara v. State, 205 Md. App. 607, 632 (2012).   In cases based upon

constructive possession, the Court of Appeals has identified four factors to be considered

when determining whether there was constructive possession:

1) proximity between the defendant and the contraband, 2) the fact that the
contraband was within the view or otherwise within the knowledge of the
defendant, 3) ownership or some possessory right in the premises or the
automobile in which the contraband was found, or 4) the presence of
circumstances from which a reasonable inference could be drawn that the
defendant was participating with others in the mutual use and enjoyment of
the contraband.

Folk v. State, 11 Md. App. 508, 518 (1971).  See also Smith v. State, 415 Md. 174, 198

(2010)(discussing same factors).

Clearly, as appellant was incarcerated, he was not in close proximity to the drugs

when they were recovered.  The remaining factors, however, weigh in favor of the State. 

Appellant’s knowledge of the drugs could be reasonably inferred from the telephone

conversations between appellant and Harris.  For example, when Harris and appellant

spoke about “money” hidden inside a spice container, a finder of fact could reasonably

infer that Moye was directing Harris to drugs that were hidden in the kitchen.  When

Harris asked appellant for the color of the “money” and he responded “red and black,” a

reasonable fact finder could infer that they were not discussing money, but the red and
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black bags of cocaine that the police found in the pocket of the shorts.  Likewise, when

Harris asked appellant whether she was looking for “just one, one big thing,” a

reasonable fact finder could infer that she was talking about the larger rock of cocaine

that was recovered by the police.

As to the third factor, although appellant did not have a possessory or ownership

right to the car or truck from which the drugs and money were recovered, there was

ample evidence from which a reasonable fact finder could infer that he had a possessory

right to the items in the bag where the drugs were found.  The bag contained a pair of

men’s shorts and a wallet that had $231 in it, the exact sum of money Harris told

appellant was in his wallet.  

Finally, as to the fourth factor, a finder of fact could reasonably infer from the

telephone calls that appellant directed Harris to collect the drugs from the house and pack

them along with the rest of the couple’s belongings so that they could later be sold. 

Harris was, therefore, helping appellant keep the drugs in his constructive possession.

Viewing the totality of the circumstances, it could be inferred from the phone calls

between appellant and Harris that the two were speaking in code about appellant’s drugs

that were in the house and that appellant was directing Harris to move them.  In light of

this evidence, the trial court reasonably concluded that appellant constructively possessed

the cocaine that was found by the police.

II.

Appellant next contends that his conviction for possession of cocaine must merge

with his conviction for possession with intent to distribute.  The State agrees and so do

we.
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In determining whether two offenses merge for purposes of the Double Jeopardy

Clause of the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution and the Maryland

common law, we apply the Blockburger or required evidence test.  Under that test, “[i]f

each offense requires proof of a fact which the other does not, the offenses are not the

same and do not merge.  However, if only one offense requires proof of a fact which the

other does not, the offenses are deemed the same, and separate sentences for each offense

are prohibited.”  Dixon v. State, 364 Md. 209, 236 (2001).  Section 5-602(2) of the

Criminal Law Article prohibits a person from possessing a controlled dangerous

substance with the intent to distribute it.  In order to establish this crime, the State must

prove all the elements of possession of a controlled dangerous substance and the

additional element of intent to distribute.  Thus, under the required evidence test, merger

is required.  See McCoy v. State, 118 Md. App. 535, 540 (1997)(conviction for simple

possession should have merged into conviction for possession with intent to distribute).  

In the case at hand, the trial court erred in failing to merge the conviction for

possession into the conviction for possession with intent to distribute.

CASE REMANDED TO THE CIRCUIT COURT
F O R  A L L E G A N Y  C O U N T Y  W I T H
INSTRUCTION TO MERGE SENTENCE FOR
POSSESSION WITH SENTENCE FOR
POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO DISTRIBUTE;
JUDGMENTS AFFIRMED IN ALL OTHER
RESPECTS; COSTS TO BE PAID ONE HALF
BY APPELLANT AND ONE HALF BY
ALLEGANY COUNTY.
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